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war moratorium/san francisco

anti-war demonstration
set for tomorrow

by Carl Yorita

—

SAN FRANCISCO
A march to demonstrate peaceful opposition to the U.S. involvement in Southeast Asia will be held tomorrow

in San Francisco. This march is being sponsored by the October 31 Anti-War Coalition, a
conglomerate of many peace organizations.
A spokesman for the Coalition elaborated
one philosophical viewpoint concerning the
March: "There is nothing new in President
Nixon's cease-fire speech. It is important to
continue to demonstrate, because the only
way the American people have to express
opposition to the war is to demonstrate in the

streets."

Marchers will assemble tomorrow at Dolores Mission Park, which is at 18th and Dolores at 11 a.m. The march will head downtown through the Mission district, then up
Post Street to the Civic Center, where a rally
will be held.
At this rally, there will be speakers representing a spectrum of the political Left. Some
of the speakers will be: John Trudell of the
Native American Mainland Office; Father
Boyle; a South Vietnamese student speaker;
John T. Williams, president ofLocal 208 ofthe
Teamsters; a speaker from the Soledad Defense Committee; Manuel Lopez of La Raza
Unita; and professor Orvill Schell from Berkeley. There will also be a skit by a Women's Lib
group.

—

WASHINGTON (CPS)
The first largescale mass anti-war demonstrations since the
U.S. invasion of Cambodia in May will take
place in at least 31 cities on October 31.
The action was called by the National Peace
Action Coalition (N-PAC) a group formed at a
June "Emergency Conference on Cambodia,
Laos, and Vietnam" in Cleveland. The major
organizers of that conference were from the
Student Mobilization Committee.
The action, which is being planned by many
of the same people who organized the large
anti-war Moratoriums last fall in Washington
and other cities, will resemble those mass actions. The call to action is very similar: "We,
the undersigned, call for massive, peaceful
demonstrations throughout the country, in
every major metropolitan area, on October
31, to demand the immediate withdrawal of all
U.S. forces from Southeast Asia."
Organizers have stressed the importance of
drawing large masses of demonstrators at the
Oct. 31 action in order to show the response of
the American people to the Administration's
latest move: the so-called "stand still cease
fire" which Nixon announced Oct. 6.
"It is extremely important for students and
others to get out and show the world their opposition to these actions," said Jerry Gordon,
a national coordinator for N-PAC. "Nixon's

speech proposing a 'standstill cease fire' in no

way changes the administration's basic war
policies in Indochina. Nixon still supports the
Thieu-Ky military dictatorship; still continues U.S. intervention in the internal affairs of
the Indochinese; still refuses to bring the
troops home; and still refuses to set a date
when they can be brought home."
N-PAC has also attacked Senate doves who
have hailed Nixon's cease fire and who have
called for a moratorium against war protests.
"As far as we are concerned there will be no
moratorium on the fight to end the war until it
is, in fact, ended," an N-PAC spokesman said.
Demonstrations have been planned in the
following cities: Atlanta, Austin, Boston, Chicago, Denver, Detroit, Minneapolis, New
Haven, New York, Ricine (Wise), Columbus,
Tampa, Seattle, Washington, Philadelphia,
El Paso, St. Louis, Lawrence (Kan.), San Francisco, Portland, Los Angeles, Niagra Falls,
Salt Lake City, Trenton (NJ), Phoenix,
Providence, Tuscaloosa, Albany (NY), Cedar
Falls (Iowa), Fort Worth, and Worcester.
N-PAC will also sponsor a national anti-war
conference on Dec. 4-6 at a yet unchosen site.
The meeting, which N-PAC leaders say will be
open to anyone in the anti-war movement, will
plan actions for the spring offensive.

many students eligible for food stamps
Many students at the Medical Center are now receiving
food stamps and others are
probably eligible. Eligibility
is based upon need (derived
primarily from the Aid to
Families with Dependent
Children formula) in relation
to assets, including income
from employment and any
financial aid granted by the
Medical Center.
Students who wish to ap-

ply for food stamps should
call the Food Stamp Program
office (558-5682) to request
They
an
appointment.
should then ask the Financial
Aid Office (Room 66-U, ext.
4604) to write the standard
letter giving the information
needed by the food stamp interviewers. This should be
done prior to the interview so
the student will be able to
take the letter with him.

fetter

might now qualify for the

states the
of financial aid
awarded for the year and indicates what the Financial
Aid Office considers a "reasonable and adequate" cost
of living figure for the particular student.

aged to make another appointment with the Food
Stamp Office and to have Financial Aid write a second
letter giving the revised information.

Any students denied food
stamps on the basis of a tentative financial aid award
which was subsequently cut

Brochures outlining the
Food Stamp Program are
available from the Financial
Aid Office.

The

amount

stamps. They are encour-
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an editorial

editorial page

"the little

yellow men"
Are you tired of peace marches, frustrated
with your seeming inability to effect peace in
Southeast Asia?
The "little yellow men," or "les jaunes" as
the French used to refer to the Vietnamese
during the "Indochinese War" are not.
In 1954, French forces at Dien Bien Phu
capitualated to waves of Viet Minh
(VIETNAMESE Nationalist) infantry who
had marched into this valley on sneakers
made from sections of rubber tires. Initially,
the French possessed superior firepower and
command of the air. Ground equipment was
parachuted into the quiet valley of Dien Bien
Phu.
To match this superiority, the Viet Minh

troops dismantled artillery pieces and carried

them on their backs through hundreds of
miles of jungle, river, and mountain. At Dien
Bien Phu, heroic volunteers strapped explosives on their backs and charged into the
French positions, blowing themselves and the
barbed wire up as well. At one point in the battle, a Viet Minh artillery piece began to slip in
the mud. To prevent its further dislocation, a
Vietnamese officer threw himself under the
wheels of the cannon.

Just following orders

Today.the Vietnamese people who want a
unified Vietnam free of foreign domination
continue their struggle against militarily
superior forces.
The Tet Offensive in 1968 was the turning
point for American military fortunes as Dien
• Bien Phu was for the French. If there had been
no Tet Offensive, Americans would have felt
very comfortable and confident in their selfrighteous manipulation of Asian affairs.

VOTE
Tuesday, November 3

VOTE
Tuesday, November 3

president's column
time to grow

In this offensive and in many others, the
National Liberation Front and the People's
Army of Vietnam are demonstrating their
willingness to make incredible sacrifices in
order to liberate theirland from despotic rule.
I admire the Vietnamese. In a land torn by
war since the advent of French colonial rule,
they have been able to eke out a semblance of
normality in their lives. After being raped,
burned, bombed, shot, sprayed with toxic
chemicals and spat upon by American, Korean and Australian troops, they live to till their
fields, marry, raise families, celebrate their
festivals and worship their gods.

BY Gary Hubiak
Vice President, the ASUCSF
AS THE YEAR STARTS to get rolling and the pressures
build up to the normal working level, what little energy I have
:o spare is used to question if all this pressure is beneficial or

aven necessary. I ask myself—Why is it we have so little confidence in our own desire for knowledge? Could it be we are
afraid of a lack of thirst we might find?
Educational institutions have long operated on a basic
premise that students (i.e. people) do not want to learn. Thus
— they must be proded and directed through a predetermined maze that "insures" adequate contact with all important areas. The schools of this campus, though professional in
name, are merely paying lip sefvice to the desire to have truly
professional individuals as graduates. (The new Medical
School curriculum a possible exception). As deep and as complex as this problem obviously is, one cannot avoid the immediate importance of time
call it free time, call it scheduled
breaks, call it whatever you like, but you must have time in
order to grow and expand on a creative personal level. How
many of us, at the end of a Med. Center day, are too beat-to-shit
to do anything, let alone be expected to explore new areas?

In addition, they have been able to continue
their struggle, whether by carrying arms,
making grenades, or adding haridfuls ofrice to
the guerillas' knapsacks.
Peace marches and demonstrations help in
opposing American crime in Vietnam. Resistance helps more. But the "little yellow men"
have made the real difference, by their sacrifice and tenacity.
If you really want peace in Vietnam, march
tomorrow (see news article on front page), and
vote for proposition J in SF or A in Marin.

.

MOST EDUCATORS ARE NOW in general philosophical

agreement that growth and maturity in areas widely diverse
from purely technical aspects are desirable, even essential to
the modern health professional. Now
how to practically
enact that desire? Certainly we cannot be expected to mature
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and develop along alternate personal, non-technical pathways when our training effectively drains us of our desire, our
enthusiasm to explore and challenge. How can we be expected to donate time and energy to these vaguely defined though
vitally essential areas of our own lives when we have neither
time nor energy to give? It's time the Medical Center stop perpetuating their silent assertion that you are to postpone,
growth in all other areas during these years crammed overfull with medical training.
ASUC AND THE COMMISSION ON Instruction and Curricula Evaluation are beginning long range plans; as these
plans must be, to attempt to influence curricula on this campus. Do you have any feelings on the subject offlexibility and
"time to grow" in the curriculum of your school? If so, drop a
note, letter, phone call, thesis or even your body by the ASUC
office. The more united an effort the students can direct to
this, the more quickly any changes will be realized.
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med students urge faculty
to vote against grading change
TO: Voting Faculty Members, School of Medicine
FROM: Concerned Medical
Students
RE: Proposed Grading System Change
You are soon to receive a
ballot proposing a grading
change in the School of Medicine. As students, we urge
you to vote against it. Many
faculty members are under
the mistaken impression that
this is a student initiated and
and
supported
change,
would approve it for that reason. Because of this possibility, and in the hopes of clarifying the entire situation, we
have decided that a communication of this type is imper-

ative?

Early last year the class of
1973 petitioned the faculty
for a change in grading that,
would substitute a far more
informative and useful (to
students, faculty and future
evaluation committees) evaluation system. We proposed to terminate the practice ofclass ranking, abandon
letter grading, and institute
instead a Pass/No Report
plus evaluation procedure.

Our grievances were:
(1) The divisive competitiveness introduced by
ranking and "curving"
grades.
unrealistic
(2) The
weight given a student's
graduation status by his
course
initial
basic
grades.
grading
(3) Traditional
symbology merely rewards the right answer
and punishes the incorrect one without providing any type of educational feedback to the
student himself.

(4) The ability to memorize emerges as the major criterion for all
achieve"scholarly
ment" (as translated into
"good" grades).
(5) Grades, while universally admitted to be nonobjective, continue to be
treated as if they were
"It's the best we've got."
(6) Grades as predictors,
of performance would
seem to reflect rank order differences, differences between students
that are in reality mostly
fictitious and in practice,
almost uniformly useless.

—

be entered on his records.
Depending on the specific
situation, faculty options in
the case of "No Report"
would range from merely
retesting the students, to
requiring a complete repetition of the course. The underlying concept is — although it
might take longer for a student to assimilate a certain
body of information, once he
does so, it is not necessarily
with inferior comprehension. Why should his performance record - his grade forever reflect only that initial deficiency?

Further, finally doing
away with the crutch that
com- grades provide would do
these
Moreover,
plaints are further aggravat- more to stimulate the deveed by our being graduate, lopment of a meaningful and
evaluation
professional students. The comprehensive
all
the
forums
system
of
than
elective
nature
highly
medical school itself has re- •and conferences in the long
placed grades as motivation- •history on this topic. What
al material for most of us, and. qualities contribute to medigrades have become con- cal' success besides factual
stant, irritating reminders of knowledge? Why eliminate
our subordinate status in the the subjective impressions of
scores of professionals mereeducational dialogue.
ly because they are admittedOur proposed improve- ly subjective? Such a compiment (endorsed with unan- lation of impressions is quite
imity by ourclass) was to first significant and should be
establish codified objectives considered. Let the "great"
in each'course. These expec- students be recognized and
of
performance the "poorer" students assisttations
would be the faculty's goals in ed. Continuing to use a single
teaching a specific course measure of "great" and
and would inform the student "poor" though, strikes us as
as to what will constitute sat- unyielding rigidity of the
isfactory achievement. Once most unrealistic sort.
this was done, grades could
MORE
be abolished, as a student
Unfortunately, we were
would either be certified as
the
stanfaculty
unsuccessful in communicatmeeting
advand
to
qualified
ing these intentions, for as
dards
ance, or he would be in- you will see, the grading proformed of specific inadequa- posal now before you is subcies that must first be recti- stantially different. It would
an
fied. In the former case, his substitute
record would show a "Pass"' Honors/Pass/No Report for
in the latter, nothing (i.e. "No the grades we now use. An
Report"), until he did pass, honors grade given to a variaand at that time a "P" would ble top percentage of a class

creates, in effect, A, C, F, aid A. Barr, Mcd III;
grade strata in fact serving Schuehard, Mcd II; Susan

-

E\

to accentuate those fictitious Bennett, Mcd II; Constance

differences rather than eliminate them. Further, although this proposal includes the replacement of
"Failure" by "No Report," it
does so without specifying
the pre-establishment of ahy
announced set of objectives,
creating a situation where a
student is potentially accountable for 100% course
requirements,
requirements which may or may not
be known to him. In addition,
the proposal mentions expanded evaluations; however, it does nothing to promote their development or
indicate the benefits that
would result from their use.
It is our belief that as long as
grades exist, student evaluations will remain an unrealized goal.

Yamaguchi, Mcd II; Freddy
D. Richburg, Mcd II; Steven
Sierra, Mcd I; Mark F. Campbell, Mcd II; Robert L. Downie, Mcd II; Gerald Corn, Mcd
II; Shirley Cachola, Mcd II;
Colette O'Keeffe, Mcd II;
Gregory M. Kimberg, Mcd II;
Shirley Hoye, Mcd II; Mark
Liberman, Mcd II; Anthony
Musni, Mcd II; Herb Bosbe,
Mcd II; Gregory P. Hahn,
Mcd II; Thomas Magoly, Mcd
II; Carl Hodel; Mcd II; Gaetan P. Micco, Mcd II; Harvey
Humes, Mcd II; Daniel Barry, 111, Mcd II; Larry Bartschi, Mcd II; Frank Jonelis,
Mcd II; Ed Hargan, Mcd II;
Alphonso McAffee, Mcd II;
Michael Zovige, Mcd II; Larry Lum, Mcd II; L.M. Eugenio, Mcd II; Ilene Fennay, Mcd
II; Cameron Parrett, Mcd II;
We request that you vote Lawrence Susnow, Mcd II;
against the proposal. If medi- Robert Falkington, Mcd II;
cal students cannot be con- Robert J. Manning, Mcd II;
D. Friedman, Mcd II;
sidered mature and consci- Ronald
C. Rococi, Mcd II;
Philip
entious enough to function
Richard
Dauben, Mcd II;
of
grading
without the threat
Steven
Mcd II;
Dougherty,
punishment, at least we can
Pete
Mcd
William
Calle,
II;
continue to enjoy the relative
Jurwitz,
Kramer,
Mcd
Jan
II;
protection that our present
Model") Mcd II; Scott Robenson, Mcd
system ("B
II; Ed Horn, Mcd II; Cary
provides.
Savitsh, Mcd II; Brian Worn,
Mcd II; Ed Kemprud, Mcd II;
to
Finally, we would like
Edmund, Mcd II; M. SinBob
express the desire that in the
Mcd II; John Wiler,
gleton,
near future a similar student
II;
Richard Sanchez,
Mcd
proposal be allowed to stand
II;
Ratner, Mcd
Mcd
Karen
or fall on its own merits, unII;
Camacho,
Mcd II;
Ralph
tampered with, and that a
Smith,
II;
Charles
Mcd
W.
mutually beneficial set of Brownell
Mcd II;
Payne,
H.
procedures
will
evaluation
Jonas William, Mcd II; C.
emerge from it.
Ralph Melton, Mcd II; CM.
Hyshaw, Mcd II; W. Callins,
Mcd II; James Allen, Mcd II;
Sorlesta Crawford, Mcd II;
David Wren, Mcd IV, ASUC
President;
Gary Hubiak,
Signed:
Mcd IV, ASUC Vice-Pres.; S.
Harvey C. Slocum, Jr. Mcd Alex Stalcup, Mcd IV, Presiof Medicine.
II; Brian Gould, Mcd II; Don-

free student body bill
by Heloise

reprinted/Association of Student
Governments, ASG News,
Oct. 17, 1970

Student Body Bill applies deodorant daily,
flosses his teethand always emits raucous
horse laughs at the Dean's cheap bullshit. It's
not that Bill is necessarily a servile supplicant
or a co-opted consort; rather that Student
Body Bill is a victim ofthe politics ofweakness.
When student government is a "recommending body", actions too brash and rhetoric too
abrasive usually serve to jeopardize administrative acquiescence. Yet short of reforming
the entire structure and establishing a genuine legislative relationship, a few simple procedural devices can be instituted to fortify the
relative political position of student govern-

ment.

Many naive student leaders report that
their "administration is usually co-operative
and seldom oppposes" any student initiated
reform. Such a gullible statement is often followed by its curious companion — "our problem is that our proposals get so bogged down in
committees". Death by the "eight year feasibility study" is an administrator's most dc-

lightful device for safely defeating student
legilsation.
This administrative tactic grants them the
maximum political advantage of appearing
sympathetic while simultaneously engineering your defeat. The administration must not
be allowed to have the option of defeating you
without opposing you. Your Dean is betting
his committee will outlive your student leadership.
A simple reform, which is peculiarly absent
from many student structures, can deny the
administration their coveted option. A legislative enactment clause, analogous to the
Federal procedure, provides that student legislation shall be approved or disapproved
within a specified period of time. Such a provision will force the administration to take a
stand.
Contrary to the normal course of affairs,
.student government is better off to have a proposal defeated than to have it linger indefinitely in committee. Such a formula allows the
student government maximum options. If
disapproved, efforts can be made to force the
issue, compromise, retaliate, retire, etc. And
most importantly, the opposition is now identifiable and" removed from the obfuscated

guiltlessness of anonymous collectivities or
that hapless figure of impartial Father Time.
The advantage of this device stems from its
inherent reasonableness — if Richard Nixon
has ten days to approve or disapprove Congress, couldn't President Pedantic decide in
thirty? If the administration claims that the
provision allows inadequate time and may
force many negative decisions, you should
simply reply that it is your problem and state
your preparedness to endure such consequences.
This device can easily improve your political position VIS A VIS the administration.
Recommendations on matters Of academic
concern requiring input from the faculty body
does complicate the procedure. To eliminate
that bottleneck a joint legislative agreement
allowing two months time for consideration of
the other body's legislation should be pursued. The faculty's interest may be height,
ened by promoting a legislative enactment for
them. Most faculties are not unfamiliar with
moulding proposals.
Such a provision won't transform Student
Body Bill into a raving militant but it will make
Bill a little less intimitable and student
government a little more powerful.

October 2
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Actor/producer Paul Newman

of
talk with producers "Puzzle
A
by Kathy Bramwell
Paul Newman was in town last week for the
screening of "Puzzle of a Downfall Child" at
the Film Festival. He and his partner John
Foreman produced the film. While in town he.
held a press conference.
Reporter: Did you actually break your leg
while making "Sometimes a Great Notion?"
Newman: I actually dropped a motorcycle
on my ankle. I had a cast on it for awhile, but it
was found to be a strain, the cast was removed.
It didn't affect the film, however; it's| all finished now.
Reporter: How do you feel about your new
fiImWUSA?
Newman: It's the most significant film I
have ever made and it will probably be the
best. I hope that American audiences will ac-

cept the film on its own merits. There seems to
be an unwillingness of American audiences to
accept logic in American films, however, they
will accept anything shown in a foreign film.
Reporter: Did you do much improvising in
"Butch Cassidy and the Sundance Kid?"
Newman: We changed the script very little.
It was in extraordinary good shape. There
were times,like when I had to jump offthe cliff,
that the. script came from the pressure of the

moment.

Reporter: Are you planning to get involved
in California politics?
Newman: I stay out of California and New
York politics. I get involved in Connecticut
politics because that's where I reside. It would
be physically impossible to go to other states
and involve myself in their politics. If I win
Secretary of State in '72 I won't try for any-

arts in the bay area
entertainment
Tonight through Sunday at Fillmore West is Procol Harum, Poco and Mungo Jerry. Tuesday is audition night with
Speed Turkey, Abraxas Rising and, Nazgul.

*

* *

One of the rare revivals anywhere in the world of the monumental three-part Japanese film known as the Human Condition Trilogy will highlight a special five-week season of Japanese classics which opened Wednesday at the SURF Theatre.
A detailed brochure may be obtained by writing to the
threatre, Irving at 46th Avenue. A discount series ticket is
available at the box office.

* *

*

No Place To Be Somebody, Charles Gordone's Pulitzer. Prize
play, opens a limited engagement in San Francisco at the On
Broadway Theatre, Wednesday, November 11.

*

thing else.
Reporter: Is it true that you were to play the
"Sundance Kid instead of Butch Cassidy?"
Newman: I would have played either part,
but when Robert Redford came along it was
settled. I'd team up with him anytime. We just
haven't found another film for both of us. I
knew the film would be the biggest (it exceeded $20 million) of my films. Redford couldn't
believe my arrogance when I told him that this
film would be a sure thing.
Reporter: In "Sometimes A Great Nation"
the director left halfway through. How* did you
feel having to direct yourself in a film?
Newman: There were so many conflicts and
I really didn't want to direct the film, but I'll
never do it again. It's like putting a revolver in
your mouth; there's no point in it. That does

"JOE":
by Patsy Truxaw (CPS)
Hippies strolling on the
fringe of the victory rally

generated several scuffles.

One occurred when construction workers grabbed a
Vietcong flag that the hippies
were carrying and ran with it.

Several counter-demonstrators caught up with the workers, resulting in a brief fist

fight that was broken up by
the police.
NEW YORK TIMES,
article on Washington
Oct. 3 Victory Rally

* *

Tonight at the San Francisco Film Festival at 7 p.m.: The Cyclists, from Yugoslavia; 9:45 p.m. "Le Boucher" from France;
Saturday 7 p.m. Days and Nights in the Forest" from India; 9:
45 p.m. "Bloomfleld" from Israel and Great Britain with Richard Harris and Romy Schneider; midnight a special Halloween show and Sunday at 7 p.m. "Bronco Bullfrog" from Great
Britain concerning the life of young people on Stratford on
Avon; 9:45 Trlstana Spain/France/Italy with Catherine Deneuve and Franco Nero.

None of us like being beat
on the head or kicked in the
ass. Nor do we get any great
sense of joy or identity orresolution being categorically
labeled "hippie" or "dirty
hippie." We distain and fear
flag wavers and their right-

.

eousness. In fact, we mock
their flag ridden cars and
label them Middle Americans, Silent Majority, rightwing freaks with the same
venom they direct toward us,our life-style, and our too-of*
ten poorly-defined or nonexistent politics.
"Joe" is the prototypical
man we've been groomed to
hate. And we, the. mediabilled student hippie revolutionary generation, forced
into assuming the role on the
opposite end of the secietal
pole, are the logical recipients of his hatred. Hard hats
and hippies, Middle America
and the youth culture: we've
read of the (our) confrontations time after time. And,
though few have noticed,
both sides continually respond as the media and the
administration bid them to.
They march for Victory with
Reverend Mclntyre, we re-
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Producer John Foreman

of

a

Downfall CHild"

not mean I won't directother films. I just won't

direct a film which I am in.
Reporter: What do you think of nudity in
films?
Newman: In time it will become boring.
People who want to see skin flicks will go see
them. Over exposure would make for sexual
dullness in films.
Reporter: Which one of your films is your
favorite?
Newman: It's like the Kennedys. Have lots
of children and love them all.
Reporter: Do you follow some of the issues
that your wife is becoming involved in?
Newman: Joanne is involved in lowering
population campaigns and with six children I
really can't expouse lowering populations.
Reporter: Do you really have a passion for
racing cars?

Newman: It is incredible to go through 42
that was three years ago and
years oflife
find that football days in college are over.
When I realized that I fell in love with racing
cars. I'm certainly not competitive. One day I
was going around the back track at 187 miles
per hour and I told John Foreman that no one
must know about what I did and come to find
out eVeryone knew and they had an ambulance standing by.
Foreman: When I was watching Paul going
around the track all I could think about was
Joanne, their children and my future.
Reporter: If you could change one thing in
this country, what would it be?
Newman: I'd reverse the corporate grip on
any large
this country
the church, unions
body that becomes regimental must be done
away with. I would support world federation

—

—

—

—

the prototypical man
pond with a counter-demo
or peace and an end to US
mperialism. The gap widms, the hatred and fear deepsns, and the extremes which
ixist only to serve the ends of
he Mitchells, Agnews, and
*Jixons grow ever more irrexmcilable.
To Understand The

Psyche

In "Joe" the youth culture
of many-shaded
)olitical persuasions is challenged to understand the
)syche of a right-wing vigiante, to grapple with his
neaningless life, which he
idmits is "a crock of shitr" to
jet inside his hatred, examne his gut, confront the
itrength of his anger, and
hen, admit that he is at least
js oppressed and controlled
jy a mechanistic, dehumanzing society as we.

mdience

•We meet Joe raving drunk
in a New York bar, demanding that THEY all be shot. By
the film's end he has completed the act several times in a
mad rampage through a
commune out-side the city.
The cultural extremes act
out the inevitable conclusion
of their inevitable confrontation. Swept along in their
slush is the liberal fatherturned-killer of his own "hippie" daughter. A man is not
allowed to straddle the middle in times of polarity: he
must choose his monster and

act.

Monster and
Enemy
"Joe" examines brutally
and brilliantly the human
beings on both edges of this
media-gap-trap and their
combined effects upon those
confused, sad other human
beings attempting to cling to
Between

and do away with Nationalism.
Reporter:Whatdoyouthinkaboutthedecline ofthe big movie studios?
Foreman: It has come to the point that every
man isin it for himself in this business. It is very
difficult to get films going, but the lack of studio control widens the landscape of films and
lets more people into the industry. Every film
exists on its own terms.
Reporter: Have you thought about doing
"One Flew Over the Cuckoo's Next" now that
you have done "Sometimes a Great Notion?"
Newman: Kesey is very difficult to do. He
gains power in his writing from the wrenched
rhythm. We didn't even try to capture that in
the film because he has so many flash forwards
and backs. Anyway Kesey is more exciting
than any of his own stories.

Marsha Nygaard, staff artist for the Committee on Arts &
Lectures and teacher of textile and sculpture and clay for the
Committee, will be exhibiting her work starting Monday in
Millberry Union.
The exhibit, which was shown in Paris last August, will be
shown for three weeks and wi!l be on sale. The exhibit will include large sculpture forms used as the media of the textile.
Materials used in the textile are alpaca, camel, horse and goat
hair, silver wool, and aluminum.

middle
the
diminishing
ground. We are forced to
make the fine distinction
between monster and enemy; and forced to the conclusion that Joe is not the enemy,
that the real ENEMY HAS
MADE MONSTERS OF US
ALL.
Going many, many levels
beyond the "Easy Rider"
mentality, "Joe" leaves us
feeling more than a little unclean, yet with a choice. Will
it be despair or understanding.
We can either retreat into
increased paranoia, or see
the Joes and Fred Comptons
as monsters created by this
society, as men more oppressed than we, reject the
non-think reactions the media and Agnew would have us
take, and accept the responsibility of this realzation.
"Joe" is not an easy film.

Malique": The Story of Malcolm X" will be
performed by the Black Community Theatre, Berkeley, Saturday night, October 31, at 8 p.no. in the

"El Hajj

Millberry Union Gym. General admission is $1.50;
students $1.
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"s'press yo
on tap 40c

sef"

on tap 35c

FERDINAND'S
Home of the

BAGEL BURGER!!.
Va pound freshly-ground

chuck

char-broiled

to

.

perfection. Served with melt-

9 Ne
S^^hVT',"
York wafer bagel, topped

with a ripe cherry tomato
and complimented with your
favorite garnishes. All this
and your choice of salad or
fries for only 85c!

To introduce you to the
gentle atmospher, tasty
food, and sensible prices
at Ferdinand's, we'd like

. .

y°u t0 have an Anchor or
~ ull beer on us. Just
Schlitz
show some U.C. faculty,
student, or staff I.D.

OPEN 10 to 10
5020 Geary Blvd (off Park Presidio Blvd)

Z

Christmas Charter Flights

■ NEWLV. YORK
DEC. 19 RETURN JAN. 3

■ LONDON
■
■ LONDON
■
■

-

Paulina Ison and Debbie Jackson

welcome for
new students, employees

$139.8
ROUND TRIP-

$246. m■

by Juanita Burns
Man's clinic in the Fillmore
Secretary, Arts & Culture district. Rev. Williams has
ROUND TRIP
Committee
LV. DEC. 19 RETURN JAN. 3
spoken here on San Francisco Campus in the past and
also at Berkeley. Rev. WilONEWAY
LV. DEC. 20
The "Arts and Culture" liams expressed "unity" by
These flights en open to students, faculty, staff
BJ| Committee of the Black Cau- bringing out that we must
■J
employes and their immediate family
■ cus presented a welcome
dehumizeing
discontinue
SPRING ft SUMMER FLIGHT SCHEDULES TO EUROPE
■ program
for New Students each other because without
AVAILABLE ON REQUEST
FOR SCHEDULES. CALL OR WRITE
and New Employees Friday, due respect for each other as
Oct. 16 in Millberry Union human beings we cannot bePlaza.
gin to have unity.
The sounds of African
accomplishpast
The
Drums and the soft sound of ments of the Black Caucus
the flute opened up the pro- were brought out by Dave
I CHARTER
These
traditional Johnson an employee Coungram.
5 995 Market St.. San Francisco, Calif. 94103
■ PIMM nu* me Information on Hi—it.
H sounds were played by the selor in the Personnel De"Afro Messengers."
partment. Mr. Johnson con"S'Press yo sef" was the veyed to us that before the
■ Aeewwi
■
*ilwh
theme of the gathering and existence of the Black CauE CWy, stata c zip C**ti
that is just what the partici- cus in 1968 there were no
of the program did. programs for minority stupants
I
Each did their own thing.
dents. Dave Johnson's key
"Unity" among all Black point was that "Unity" is not
people was the topic spoken only important in times of
on by the speakers.
stress but at "all" other
The "Afro Messengers" times.
gave their interpretation of
Walter Nelson known to
Black Unity by playing black most people as "Pop" is the
traditional sounds and re- chairman of the Black Cauminding Black people that by cus. Pop Nelson explained
knowing where you came that without the' drive and
from you can sooner accom- push of the Black Caucus the
Aye.
plish the fullness of respect increase in Black medical
for self, culture and heritage. students would not be. "Pop"
Rev. Cecil Williams, pas- Nelson also reminds us that
rHQNE7jj-«7f
tor of the well-known Glide the Black Caucus is made up
Memorial Methodist Church of all Black people on UC
here in San Francisco, was campus' from members of
the guest speaker. Rev. Wil- the faculty to the custodian.
liams has been instrumental
Miss Paulina Ison sang
in establishing the Free beautifully as she always

I

139.■g

Phone (415) 392-8513

■

"*5

FLIGHT?"

**

627 IRVING ST.
at 7th

1

M

iWJtf

***j/
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Mr. Bob Christmas the
Assistant Director of outpatient's clinics pointed out
that hospitals are unique in
and
classifying
people
putting some on a more important level than others, but
we as black people should not
allow this system of classification to distort our needs
and goals. Those black people that are in higher positions than some of their counterparts should not continue
to bump their noses on the
ceiling but realize that we all
are black and are here to do a
job; the job of unifying ourselves.
As Cherry Grant from
Accounts
Receivable expresses in a poem, "OUR
OUT IS OUR UNITY."

TONIGHT

NEW 1971
VOLKSWAGENS
All Models
Available

\

Good Things Are Happening!
l,ve Mus,c fri & sat n,ghts

\

does. Miss Ison sang the
Black National Anthem. She
is secretary of Dr.. Price
Cobbs, director of the Racial
Confrontation Group.
Lois Price an Inhalation
Therapist spoke wry powerfully on The "Stat .:•; of Black
Americans" in the )ear
"1970." As Mrs. Price related
to us, unity amo»
B' tck
people is necessai for Survival. Another puint that
Mrs. Price expressed
Black people should establish goals and direct themselves towards those goals with
sincerity.

* S,"6AIOMG WITH YOUI FAVORITE TUNE

1

/
/

BUY or LEASE
from

mwwm IVPVV9IM
ClTflUrV
C

p,zza pa lor

*

e^*w oT

TELEPHONE

ll'* Th. Family Fun Hoc.
JUNIPEROSERRAAI 87th STREET • OAIV CITY

OPEN DAILY
FROM 1100 A.M.

TwSßsib4^^'
WS VOL W
ILw* kSflfll-—^T»i

"'"jTJ^

STAN
CARLSEN
VW
1900 -19th Aye (corner Ortega)

564-5900
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by Brian Gould, Chairman,
ASUC Commission on Instruction
and Curricula Evaluation (I.C.E.)

THE ASUC COMMISSION on Instruction
and Curricula Evaluation has recently had the
eye-opening experience of perusing the latest
draft of the University of California's Ten
Year Plan for the Health Sciences. Although
we were pleased to note that the growing National Health Care crisis has finally begun to
ellicit some long overdue attention, I.C.E. was
horrified by an apparent-decision to cut-back
on graduate academic education as a consequence of increased health professional enrollment: "The projection of numbers of graduate
academic students is decreased from earlier
estimates, in relation to greater emphasis on
producing physicians." State-wide, this
"greater emphasis" is a projected 133% increase in the anual number of entering medical students, from 428 to IQOO. This is to be accomplished by increased enrollment in the
existing schools and the establishment of
ANOTHER UC Medical School in the system.
In the midst of this great expansion, only a
modest increase in the number of grad stu-

7

dents is planned, and significantly, with virtually no concommitant funding increase
projected for the entire decade! In regard to
this campus, we were particularly distressed
by the report's pointed de-emphasis of the
Fifth School, which we regard as essential for
the eventual transformation of UCSF from a
training to an educational institution.
IT IS HOPED THAT THE FOLLY promot
professional education at the expense of
graduate academics will be realized before
irrevocable decisions are made. As medical
curricula become more accelerated and more
clinically oriented, their basic science content becomes less and less comprehensive.
Under these conditions, a vigorous graduate
academic program is far more than a luxury
for a medical center, but is a vital resource,
supplying the basics on which responsible
theraputics rest. Any such single-minded
approach to health care delivery (more doctors, graduated quicker, will take care of more
people) cannot help but compromise Medicine's future potential for sound innovation
and undoubtedly will contribute to reducing
its total theraputic effectiveness. The "golden
age of empirical Medicine" has been comfort-

..._

ably over for some time, and as tuture

clini-

cians, we protest any attempts made to ressurrect it.

AS THE HEALTH PROFESSIONAL
STUDENT beneficiaries of the proposed reallocation of resources, we must state as emphatically as possible, that our commitment is
to insuring that our fellow human beings will
receive a constantly increasing level of medical treatment and not be allowed to become
the recipients of "health care" delivered in
prepackaged units like so much fried chicken.
The tendency for dogma to replace free, scientific inquiry as the foundation of Medical practice is historically quite real, and of which we
are all too aware. To avoid this end, we support
our colleagues in the Graduate Students Association, in protesting an arbitrary and shortsighted program, reasserting the dire need
for UCSF's School of Human Biology, and
seeking belated recognition for their contributions to health care. This latest deficiency of
support merely illuminates the "sorry sister"
status of graduate academic education that
has existed (especially on this campus) for
some time. We should like to do what we can to
see that ended.

classical record reviews
by Gene Poon

clothing drive for
hospitality house
by Terry Kellenberger, Med.IV
Hospitality House is one of
the few agencies serving the
young people in the tenderloin. The House provides a
place for many of the homeless, jobless, and friendless
young people in our city to get
,off the streets for a period of
time each day. Most of these
people are between the ages
of fifteen and thirty. Their
means of livelihood comes
from the streets. Their culture is the jungle street culture of the tenderloin, and
the tenderloin streets are
what they call their home.
Many have no place to go and
no one to turn to for help except the dedicated personnel
who are maintaining Hospitality House.
The House provides fulltime counselors, psychiatric
services, some medical services, and an active employ-

ment service. An arts and
For this reason the Comcrafts area is available to mittee for Community Ac-

provide some recreation for
the young people who frequent the House, and there is
also a small gift shop where
some ofthe items produced in
the arts and crafts area are
sold.
Most of the people who
come into Hospitality House
have no money, and possess
nothing more than the
clothes on their backs. Many
come in principally to avail
themselves of the employment service. Once a job opportunity is found for these
people it would be a great
help if they could present
themselves to their future
employers in clean clothes.
Often the clothes they have
on their backs have been
there 24 hours a day for a
month or longer. In other
words, Hospitality House
needs clothing ofall types for
the people it serves.

tion is sponsoring a clothing
drive for Hospitality House
on this campus. One box will
be present in the Millberry
Union lobby, and another
next to the elevators on the
first floor of the Medical Sciences Building. If you have
any clothing articles you
wish to donate which would
be appropriate for people of
this age group, please leave
them in one of the boxes
marked
HOSPITALITY
HOUSE. Please show you
care through your clothing
donations to
Hospitality
House.

If you have any questions
or wish further information,
please contact me, Terry Kellenberger, at the Dept. of
Community and Ambulatory
Medicine, or at my home at
LO 4-8010.

unpack hiking shoes
for a "walk for mankind"
by Carlyn Halde
Dept. Microbiology
It's time to unpack your
hiking shoes and corn plasters. Project Concern is planning another WALK FOR
MANKIND on Saturday,
November 14.
Last May a number of
UCSF students and staff
walked, helping to bring in
$18,000, which" went to finance the clinic in Tijuana,
two hospitals in Vietnam,
four clinics in Hong Kong and
a medical-dental clinic in
Appalachia, Tennessee. By
having sponsors who contributed a given sum per mile,
400 out of 600 Walkers last

May were motivated to walk
the entire 22 miles.
Dental Hygiene student,
Joy Stephens, captured so
many sponsors from the
School of Dentistry that
her 22 mile walk brought in
$1,400. This fall, China Air
Lines has donated two roundtrip tickets to the Orient for
the Walker who brings in the
largest sum.
The funds raised by walking UCSF students can be
designated towards financing the summer dental program in Tijuana. For four
years UCSF students have
been volunteering part, of
their vacation to work in
Project Concern's clinic,
which is in the canyon area of
-vestern Tijuana.

BEETHOVEN: CONCERTO NO. 4 IN G MAJOR FOR
PIANO AND ORCHESTRA, OP. 58. ARTUR SCHNABEL,
PIANO; CHICAGO SYMPHONY ORCHESTRA, FREDERICK STOCK, CONDUCTING. RCA Victrola VIC-1505 (mono

only) $2.98
Not only did Artur Schnabel belong to a previous generation; his admirers, too, are also for the most part from a time
when his unique Romantic style was considered the best way
tq interpret Beethoven. Listening to Schnabel's Beethoven,
whether in concerto performances or from his complete cycle
of the thirty-two piano sonatas, can be a revelation.
Reactions range from surprise at the now almost unheard
of eccentricities in his pianism to delight in his individuality
and vision. Quite possibly (and understandably, for music is a
listener's art as much as the performer's) one listener's individuality could turn out to be another's eccentricity; but in
any case, listening to fine old performances will usually uncover interesting, different views of a familiar piece of music.
My own interest in this performance stems from the way in
which Schnabel matches Classicism with Romanticism. The
work is most definitely Classic; yet the pianist seizes upon the
departures from strict tradition so characteristic of Beethoven, and infuses them with a feeling that they were revolutionary, even avant-garde, for their time. In retrospect, th'tere
is no doubt that they were, but in the familiarity of a work such
as the Fourth Concerto, this can be overlooked.
The recording was made in 1942, so the sound is not up to
current standards. But it is creditable for its age, and much to
the manufacturer's own credit, it has been allowed to remain
in its own monophonic form, rather than be electronically
pseudostereoized (neologism!). The one gripe is that in transferring the recording from the original 78-rpm discs to LP, the
engineers overlooked some shifts in the pitch at the breaks
between the original five-minute sides.
A variable speed turntable at the mastering stage would
have fixed the situation; but it is done with much greater difficulty by the listener, even if he can adjust the speed of his
record player. Still, this is not a major complaint, and anyone
who has an interest in historic performances in general, or
schnabel in particular, can buy this disc with confidence.
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Students from all schools

have been there, but the dental program has been the
most active. Students work
with patients who would
never have any dental care if
it were not for the concern of
these students.
Registration forms and
sponsor sheets are available
in S-475 for Walkers. Those
whose feet can't make the
Walk, but who are interested
in helping, can assist at check
points. Nurses, especially
sympathetic when they put a
Bandaid on a blister, are really needed. There? is also a
need for physicians willing to
spend a few hours during the
day in the radio communication cars. See Dr. Halde in Si o.

\\

i

Do you listen to Muddy Waters,

Patty Waters,
Bjoerling, Brendel, Bee Gees, Sun Ra, or Fats
Waller? Are you looking for out of print
records, and used records from 50 cents to
two

dollars? Check

IHi MAfilfi flUIi

a grand collectors store at 510 '/i Frederick St.
near Stanyon Kezar parking lot behind the
store. 12-7 Tues. Through Sat. ?2-5 Sunday.

—

Closed Monday

Phone: 66T-4257
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state of health: "a dilemma at
By Suellen Bilow

added, "It is a dilemma for

(October 20) —The state of the person who can't get

health in this country is "a
dilemma at best, a tragedy at
its worst," said Senator
George McGovern (D-South
Dakota) speaking recently
on the UCSF campus.
McGovern told a standingroom-only crowd that the
state of health is a paradox for
both the poor and average
American. It is a paradox,
McGovern said, because in
the most abundant economy
on earth excessive infant
mortality still exists.
It is a paradox and a dilemma even for those who can
purchase the most effective
health care, McGovern said.
"It has lost the human element." Referring to overcrowded waiting rooms, he

best",-- senator mcgovern

Govern stressed the necessi-

ty to do things that "are not

healthvcare when he wants necessarily in the framework
it."
of medicine." He mentioned
Mobility for the average the related problems of hunAmerican has also increased ger, malnutrition, and inadethe problem in that a person quated housing among the
has difficulty finding health poor. There is "no longer any
care. "The heavy degree of excuse for sickness caused by
compounds hunger or sickness caused by
specialization
the problem," McGovern substandard housing," he
said.
pointed out.
To make health care more
For the poor, the state of
health becomes a tragedy, efficient and, at the same
McGovern said. "We seem time, more human and comunable to deliver adequate passionate, we must consider
health care in rural areas and other health care possibilicore cities." Health care for ties, McGovern said. Those
the poor is "impersonal, conmentioned included:
fusing, hard-to-get and of low
o comprehensive multi' even when they
quality
specialty practice
can get it," he added.
o pre-payment
medical
In order to begin changing
plan
the state of health care, Mc-

from the chairman
of u.c.a.i.r....
by Anthony Bottane, M.D.
Chairman, U.C.A.I.R.
UCAIR will be using SYNAPSE as a central source of communication to its members. If your hospital is not getting copies, contact Kathy Bramwell at 666-2211.
This summer I studied house staff associations in Los Angeles, Washington, D.C., Boston, New York and Chicago, as well
as related student groups (S.H.O. & S.A.M.A.). House officers
are now following the lead of health science students in determining the future of medicine. Later I shall be giving a talk on
the history of activism among young health professionals,
entitled The Sorcerer's Apprentices: Quo Vadis? Furthermore, U.C.A.I.R. is planning a series of articles in SYNAPSE
and lecture on Medi-politics, and related subjects. Dr. Arthur
Ciancutti (Peds.) is organizing a symposium on "Golden Opportunities in Military Medicine."
UCAIR has drafted a proposal for a House OfficerTeaching
Fellowship to enable qualified residents to receive residency
training for teaching in lieu of animal research. While providing recognition to this neglected role of the doctor (from the
Latin, docere, to teach), it would also establish a needed liaison between students and faculty.
Positions on major committees have been filled. There is
still an opening on the Millberry Union Board of Governors.
This would provide an unusual opportunity to create around
the Union a true sense of a campus community, rather than
fragmented parts of an anonymous meditechcenter.
Drs. Sid Rosenberg and Terry O'Toole will be tackling our
unsatisfactory health insurance. The U.C. Clinics are still a
problem, but fortunately the new hospital administrator,
Robert Durzon, brings with him years of experience (and battle scars) as Deputy Commissioner of Hospitals in New York
City. He helped establish the N.Y.C. Health & Hospital Corporation, as well as the teaching hospital affiliation programme.
His brother, Gordon, has ably administrated Kings County
Hospital, the city's largest, and rescued it from death by bureaucracy. Not only do I take this opportunity to welcome
Robert Durzon here, but I also call upon you to assist him in
revamping the*UC Clinics, one ofhis greatest concerns.
Thursday, Nov. sth we will be having a mandatory UCAIR
Executive Committee meeting at 7:30 p.m., M.U-Board of
Governor Room. Turn out has been poor at these meetings,
partly due to apathy, partly due to communications. We have
been hampered by not having a secretary and dues must be
raised for this and other costs. The least expensive would be to
join ASUC, which the membership voted for and which
should be implemented. We invite your suggestions, direct
them either to me or your representative.

medical
society
the
•approach
as in San Joaquin Valley
o the health screening
programs as in the canning industry
o the outreach of health
care
personnel
o the training of pediatric
practitioners vi
baby care.

In addition to being conerned about the need for
nore physicians, McGovern
tressed the need for more
ophistication about what
:inds of things physicians
:an and should do.
Minority recruitment
Raising the minority recruitment program on the

JCSF campus, McGovern
:alled it "a genuine response
;o lack of fair representation
of minorities in the medical
profession."

In answer to some of Vice
President Spiro Agnew's
jabs at erroneously-labeled
"quota-systems" in the universities, McGovern said
that with active recruitment
for minorities, a medical
school is "demonstrating
*that social justice is not inconsistent with standards of
high medical training
No
one has seriously suggested a
quota system but that disadvantaged who have the aptitude also have the opportunity to enter the medical profession," he said.

...

upcoming events
Karate Club

,

Pharmacology seminar party at the S.F. Ice Arena. 2

The U.C. Karate Club is
A seminar, Pathogenesis
now organizing the Winter i of Experimental Renal Hycourse. As last year, Mr. pertension, will be held 12
Ralph Castro will instruct, Inoon, Monday, November 2
very conveniently in the Mill- jin 1259 HSW. Professor
berry Gym, and very econom- i Georges Peters, University
ically for $1.00/per lesson (10 i of Lausane, Lausanne, Switzlessons per quarter). Pupils i erland will present the semiwith or withdut--experience inar sponsored by the Departare encouraged to sign up ment of Pharmocology.
now. The club will start only if
there is sufficient interest.
Call Al Kerr at 666-1800 or Symposium on children
leave your name and phone
Giving every child an "opnumber on the show-of-interchildhood" is the task
timum
est sheet near the Athletic
under
discussion for "Our
Control Desk. More details
Children,
Top
Our City
soon.
Priority," the weekend symProgram to interest Poly posium at USCF tomorrow
students in health care and Sunday. Focus is on varThe San Francisco Board ied approaches to educating
of Education has a program to the young child through preinterest high school students school and primary grade
are
Participants
in the health care profes- levels.
sions. One phase of this pro- asked to assist legislators and
gram, which has been in op- educators in identifying and
eration one year, is the place- satisfying the needs of chilment of interested students dren through new and imafrom
Polytechnic
High ginative approaches to eduSchool in relevant, educa- cation, legislation and comtional part-time jobs on cam- munity effort.
Senator George Moscone
pus.
A second phase is to begin will be the principal speaker
next quarter. U.C. students on Sunday morning when
are needed to present pro- legislation affecting chilgrams to these same Poly dren will be the prime topic.
application
students. The subject matter Enrollment
is to be of the speaker's own may be obtained from the
choosing, designed to turn Dept. of Continuing Educathem on to the more fascinat- tion, Health Sciences. The
ing aspects of health care. fee for the two-day symposThe program schedule is also ium is $12.50.

.

p.m. - 5 p.m. For transportation meet at 610 Parnassus
Aye. at 1:30. For info, call
564-7089.

,

Lecture on S.F. poet

Dr. Chauncey Leake will
be giving a talk on George
Sterling, a San Francisco
poet. The talk will take place

November 7 at Armstrong
Grove
near
Gerneville.
Bring your own picnic to the

noon meeting.

..

ASUC needs help
Now that the ASUC Commissions are beginning to
function up to their capacity,
the ASUC office is buzzing.
We anticipate great quantities of work being generated
by our task-oriented commissions. Want to help?
We're looking for someone who can do some light
typing and various other clerical work. If you are a qualified, already accepted workstudy student and want some
part time work, a job awaits
you at the ASUC office. Contact Rachel Kellner at Ext.
2010 or come to the ASUC office at 249 Millberry Union.

flexible.

If you would like to participate in this subject, now is the Christian Fellowship
time to contact Rachel ReiThe University Christian
ner at 249 M.U. (Ext. 2010), or Fellowship
November 8
myself evenings (6814853).

meeting will be an ice skating

Groovy puppies for groovy people
Irish setter Golden Retreaver-

Lab mix

--

826-7039.

